Sponsorship Opportunities for IPC 2020 Virtual

Platinum Level

- Large sponsor booth including:
  - Premier hall placement (These are the first booths visitors to the Sponsor hall will see)
  - Up to 6 screens – each of which with clickable actions.
  - Opportunities for logos, pictures, corporate statements, videos and more.
  - Links to outside website, live chat lines
- Logo on Virtual homepage
- Large logo in Virtual lobby
- Logo on Conference website
- Logo in main auditorium
- Opportunity to provide a “prize” for virtual gamification up to $500
- Opportunity to host 10 pdfs and 5 videos in your sponsor area

Virtual Homepage (example only - currently in design):
Gold Level

- Large sponsor booth including:
  - Premier hall placement (These are the first booths visitors to the Sponsor hall will see after Platinum Sponsor Booths)
  - Up to 5 screens – each of which with clickable actions.
  - Opportunities for logos, pictures, corporate statements, videos and more.
  - Links to outside website, live chat lines
- Logo in Virtual lobby
- Logo on Virtual homepage
- Logo on Conference website
- Opportunity to provide a “prize” for virtual gamification up to $250
- Opportunity to host 8 pdfs and 4 videos in your sponsor area

Virtual Lobby (example only):

![Virtual Lobby Image]
Silver Level

- Medium sponsor booth including:
  - Standard hall placement
  - Up to 4 screens – each of which with clickable actions.
  - Opportunities for logos, pictures, corporate statements, videos.
  - Links to outside website, live chat lines
- Logo on Virtual homepage
- Logo on Conference website
- Opportunity to provide a “prize” for virtual gamification up to $150
- Opportunity to host 6 pdfs and 3 videos in your sponsor area

Sponsor Hall (example only, will be tailored to IPC):¹

The IPC 2020 is coming!

¹ Virtual Booths are exclusive only to IPC Sponsors; IPC attendee traffic to booths and other areas of the sponsor hall is encouraged through “prize” rewards by way of virtual gamification.
(Conference Website Homepage)

Listing of sponsor levels: https://event.asme.org/IPC/Sponsor-Exhibit
Please contact Kim Miceli at micelik@asme.org for additional information.
Additional opportunities may be identified going forward. Program subject to change.